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Abstract

In this paper we study the spectra of uniform hypertrees by using the generalized

weighted incident matrix. We show that λ is a nonzero eigenvalue of the hypertree H

corresponding to an eigenvector with all elements nonzero if and only if λ is a root of the

polynomial ϕ(H) =
∑m

i=0(−1)i|Mi|x(m−i)r, where |Mi| is the number of matchings of order

i in H.
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1 Introduction

The spectrum plays an important role in the study of graph theory. A lot of results have

been developed on the relation between the structural parameters of a graph and the spectrum,

especially the spectral radius. For example, Bollobás and Nikiforov [1] gave some relations on

the spectral radius and the number of cliques. Yuan [16] showed that the genus of a graph is

related to the spectral radius. Based on the results, we can either bound the spectral radius by

the structural parameters and find the extremal graphs with a certain property, or obtain an

approximation of the structural parameters through the spectral radius.

In 1972, Mowshowitz [9] found that for a directed graph, the coefficients of the character-

istic polynomial are related to the collection of disjoint cycles. Specifically, the characteristic

polynomial φ(T ) of a tree T can be represented by counting of matchings:
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